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Length ______ _ 
Time ________ _ 
FOTce ______ _ _ 
Symbol 
1 
t 
F 
AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
l. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric 
Unit 
meteI'- _____ ___________ _ 
seeond _______ _________ _ 
weight of one kilogram __ _ 
Symbol 
m 
s 
kg 
English 
UniL 
foot (or mile) ________ J 
second (or hour) ______ _ 
, ymbol 
ft. (or 1lI i. ) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. weight of one pound ___ 1 
:-----
Power _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P kg/m/s ______ --- __ _ _ _ __ _ __ ___ __ __ _ horsepower _________ _ _ 
Speed ______________ ____ {km/h__________ _________ k. p. h. mLth!". ______________ _ 
m/s__ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ m. p. s. ft.! ee. ____________ __ _ 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. 
hp 
Dl. p. h. 
f. p . s. 
vr, Weight =mg 
g, tandard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m{: 2 = 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 
mk2, Moment of 
radiu of 
script) . 
inertia (indicate axis of the 
gyration k, by propel' sub-
· w 
m, 1Ia s=-g 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
talldard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-l 
Area. 
Wing arM, etc. 
Gap. 
pan. 
2) at 15° C. and 750 mm=0.002378 c, 
(lb.-ft.-4 sec.2). b2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 8' 
Chord. 
Aspect ratio. 
r , 
g, 
L , 
kg/m3 = 0.07651 lb ./ft.3• p., Coefficient of yiscosiLy. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOL 
True air speed. 
Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~ pV2. 
Lift, absolute coefficient aL = LS 
• q 
Q, Resultant moment. 
fl, Resultant angular yelocity. 
Vl p--,Reynold Numbor, where 
u 
dimen ion. 
a linear 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient aD=::S e. g., for It model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi·fhr . normal pres me, at 15° C., the 
corresponding number i 234,000 j 
D" 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODo = ~S 
Induced drag, absoiute coefficient aDf=~S 
Para ite drag, absolute coefficient aD" = ~s 
Cros -wind force, absolute coefficient 
or for a model of 10 em chord 40 mis, 
the corresponding number is 274,000. 
Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of c. p. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
a, 
R, 
a ~ 
CC=qS E, 
Re ultant force. 
Angle of attack. 
Angle of downwash. 
t"" Angle of setting of wings (relative to a" 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio. 
Angle of attack, induced. 
Angle of attack, absolute. thrust line). 
~" Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to 
thrust line). 
(Measured from zero lift position.) 
Flight path angle. 
/ 
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IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF FLUCTUATIONS OF AIR SPEED 
IN TURBULENT FLOW 
By W. C. l\IOCK, Jr., and H. L. DRYDE N 
SUMMARY 
This paper desGribes re,cent improvements in the 
design oj the equipment associated with the hot-wire 
anemometer jor the measurement oj fluctuating air 
speeds in turbulent air flow, and presents the result oj 
some experimental investigations dealing with the re-
sponse oj the hot wire to speed fluctuations oj various 
frequencies. Attempts at measuring the jrequency oj the 
fluctuations encountered in the Bureau oj Standards' 
54-inch wind tunnel are also reported. The design oj 
the amplifying and compensating equipment jor use 
with the hot wire is treated briefly. In addition, the 
difficulties encountered in the use oj such apparatus 
and the precautions jound helpjul in avoiding them are 
discussed. The work was carried out at the Bureau oj 
Standards with the cooperation and financial support oj 
the National Advisory Oommittee jor Aeronautics. 
INTRODUCTIO 
Theoretical investigations of turbulence such a 
those formulated by Reynolds (reference 1), by 
Lorentz (reference 2), and by Burgers (reference 3) 
emphasize the need for experimental data on the 
fluctuations of air speed found in turbulent air flow. 
The most promising instrument for such measure-
ments is the hot-wire anemometer, which we believe 
to have been first suggested for this use by E. Hugue-
nard and his coworkers. (Reference 4.) In two earlier 
papers (reference 5 and 6) the equipment developed at 
the Bureau of tandards has been de cribed, and the 
application of the equipment illu trated by a tudy of 
the effects of turbulence in 'iv-ind-tunnel measurements. 
Within the last two years, the equipment has been 
greatly improved as to uniformity of response to fluc tu-
ation of various frequencies. It was felt desirable to 
describe the improved apparatus and to place on record 
such parts of our experience as might be valuable to 
other laboratories engaged in similar investigations. 
The paper is divided into four parts, each of which 
is self-contained and may be read independently. 
Part I treats the response of the hot-wire anemometer 
to speed fluctuation, giving a recapitulation of the 
theory developed in a previou paper, describing 
methods of compensating for the lag of the wire, and 
experimental determinations of the performance of 
the wire and the compensating circuit. Part II deals 
with the design of amplifiers for use in turbulence 
measurements. Part III describes improvements in 
the Bureau of Standards' apparatus made since the 
publication of references 5 and 6. Part IV gives an 
account of some e}..'periments on the frequency dis-
tribution of the speed fluctuations in a wind tunnel. 
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P ART I 
RESPONSE OF THE HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER TO SPEED FLUCTUATIONS 
GENER AL THEORY 
The hot-wire anemometer, a used for measurements 
of speed fluctuation, consi ts essentially of a platinum 
Wire, of small diameter and short length, placed in the 
air stream with its long dimen ion perpendiculru: to 
the direction of the mean flow, and heated to a suit-
able temperature by means of an electrical current. 
Fluctuations in the speed of the air tream produce 
n uctuations in the temperatm-e of the wire and hence 
in it re i tance. The change in voltage drop acro s 
the wire may be amplified by mean of vacuum-tube 
amplifiers, and finally mea ured by means of a ther-
mocouple-actuated milliammeter indicating the square 
root of the mean square of their magnitude. If the 
changes in resistance are negligible as compared to the 
total resistance in the heating circuit, so that the cm--
rent remains constant, the fluctuation in the voltage 
drop will be proportional to the fluctuation in resist-
ance. For special purpose , such a examination of 
the wave form of the fluctuation, a ca hode ray oscil-
lograph may be used as the final mea uring instrument. 
Vacuum-tube voltmeters may al 0 be u ed if the fluc-
tuations are periodic and of known wave form, othel'-
wi e their use will introduce error. 
Unfortunately for the implicity of the mea ure-
meuts, the fluctuating voltage drop acro the hot-wire 
anemometer is neither proportional in amplitude nor 
in phase with the speed fluctuations. When the speed 
is decreasing rapidly the electrical current heating the 
wire is unable to supply sufficient energy to rai e the 
temperature of the ..,vire at the requir d rate. Con-
vel' ely, when the peed i increa ing rapidly, the up-
ply of heat energy po e ed by the wU'e retards it 
cooling. In other word, the hot-wire anemometer ha 
a lag which cause the fluctuating voltage drop to be 
Ie s in magnitude and to lag in phase behind the voltage 
drop which would corre pond under equilibrium condi-
tion to the instantaneou peed, by an amount which 
increase as the rapidity of the speed fluctuation 
Increases. 
4 
The theory of the behavior of a hot wire when sub-
jected to speed fluctuations, either periodic or irregular, 
has been developed in a previous paper (reference 5) 
and need not be repeated in full here. It suffices to 
state that the response of tlfe hot wire is characterized 
by a time constant M, related to the physical properties 
of the wire and the operating conditions in the following 
manner: 
where 
M= 4.2pA\ (T - To) 
1, r. 
To = room or au' 'temperature. 
T= average temperature of the hot wire. 
A = cross-sectional area of the hot wire. 
s = the specific heat of air, 0.037 cal. per g per 
degree C., approximately. 
i= the heating current. 
p = density of the wire, 21.37 gJcm3 for plati-
num. 
r. = resistivity of the wire at temperature To= 
approximately 0.000012 ohm-cm, for 
platinum at the usual room temperature. 
For periodic fluctuations the action of the hot wire is 
to produce a fluctuating voltage drop equal in ampli-
tude to 
1 
times the amplitude of the fluctuating voltage drop 
that would correspond under equilibrium conditions 
to the speed fluctuation, and lagging behind the speed 
fluctuation, in phase, by the angle, a = tan-1 M w, where 
M is the time constant of the hot wire as defined above, 
and w is 21T times the frequency of the velocity fluctua-
tions. 
For uTogular fluctuations, the voltage fluctuation cor-
responding to the speed fluctuation under equilibrium 
conditions may be expanded in a Fourier series, the 
effect on each component of the series computed as 
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for a periodic fluctuation, and the results added to 
give the response of the wire. 
From the form of the expression for the reduction of 
amplitude, it is evident that the hot-wire anemometer 
becomes very insensitive at any but the lowest fre-
quencies. Improvement in the performance in this 
re pect may be obtained by reducing the diameter of 
the wire used, but even with the smallest sizes, 0.003 
to 0.015 mm, the use of which is attended by con-
siderable practical difficulty, the performance remains 
inadequate if the higher frequencies thought to exist in 
the speed fluctuations are to be reproduced in their true 
I 
relfLtion to the lower frequencies. 
The performance of a typical hot-wire anemometer 
(diameter 0.0167 mm) is illustrated by T able 1. 
TABLE I 
Frequency 1 
cycles ., 
"".,'+1 tnn-
I J[., 
per second 
0 
1 6.3 1.000 1.4 
Ii 31. 4 .992 7.2 
10 62. .970 14 . 1 
20 J20.7 93 20.7 
50 314.2 .O:lfi 5 l. 5 
75 471. 2 . 469 62.0 
100 028.3 .370 C,8.3 
200 1, 25f>. 6 . i!J5 78.7 
Jf=O.()().j. T. = 0.000012, p=21.37. 8=0.037, T- To= 120° C. , A = 2.2X IO-<. ;= 0.2 
ampere. 
COMPENSATION CIRCUITS FOR REDUCI G TH E LAG 
ERR OR 
A graphical correction for the amplitude reduction 
and phase lag of the hot-wire anemometer i po ible 
(refer nce 5) if an oscillogram, or similar record, of 
the fluctuation is available and the fluctuation is 
small. In practice, however, the complexity of the 
o cillogram makes such a method so labol'iou as to 
be impractical. Furthermore, the condition that the 
fluctuation be mall doc not alway obtain. 
The expre sions given for the amplitude reduction 
and phase lag of the hot-wire anemometer are identical 
in form with those expres ing the magnitude and 
phase of the current relative to the impre ed voltage 
in a circuit containing inductive reactance and re is-
tance. It hould therefore be po sible to introduce 
somewhere in the apparatus a sociated with the hot-
wire anemometer an electrical distortion, having an 
equal but oppo ite effect, in uch a way a to eliminate 
the lag error. This method was sugge ted in an 
earlier paper. (Reference 5.) 
The method adopted for introducing thi compen-
sating distortion consist e sentially of the u e of a 
voltage-dividing circuit (fig. 1) made up of an induc-
tance L and a resistance R t in series and connected 
across the load re istor RL of one of the vacuum tubes 
in the iunplifiel' in such a manner that the grid circuit 
of the following vacuum tube is connected acro the 
inductance. In series with the inductance L, and in 
that part of the voltage divider feeding the following 
vacuum tube, is a resistance R2 u ed for adjustment of 
the time constant L/R2 which must be made equal to 
the time constant M of the hot wire. Designating by 
Ro the resistance of the load resistor RL in parallel 
wi tll the internal alternating current re istance of the 
vacuum tube out of which the circuit works, it is 
readily een that the ratio of the voltage applied to the 
FIOURE 1 
grid circuit of the following tube to Lhe voltaO'e drop 
acro the plate resistor R c, i equal to 
(R2 +JwL 
To give the de ired compen ation, the ratio hould be 
proportional to R2 + jwL, the factor of proportionality 
not containing w, and L /R2 hould equal the time con-
stant M of the wire. A explained more fully in 
reference 5, the en itivity of the apparatu i real! ed 
by the compen ating circuit in the ratio 
R2 
and the orror in compen ation at a given frequency 
depend primarily on the factor 
L 
Ro+Rt + R2 
For an errol' of 1 per cent in amplitude, Ro+ i + R~ 
mu t be a mall a 0.14, or the error factor must be a 
small as 0.14. The frequency at which the error 
w 
reaches 1 per cent i equal to 0.14 divided by 271" times 
the error factor. 
In 1930 a imilar cir uit (fig. 2) wa described by 
Ziegler. (Reference .) The practical equivalence of 
thi circuit and that in u e at the Bureau of tandard 
is made evident by a consideration of the impedance to 
alternating ClU'rents pre ented by conden ers and 
inductances. The capacity 0 acro the re i tance 
Rt' (fig. 2) offer an impedance ?;c = 2;10' This im-
pedance decrea es with increasing freq nency and thus 
decrea es the voltage drop across RI', allowing fl. 
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greater voltage to be passed on to the grid of the follow-
ing vacuum tube. The inductance L in the Bureau of 
Standards circuit offers an impedance ZL = 27rfL, which 
increases as the frequency increases and thus increascs 
the voltage impressed across the grid circuit of the 
following vacuum tube. The effect in each case is 
directly proportional to the frequency and the r esults 
are equivalent. 
By the process used in deriving the corresponding 
expressions for the inductance type of compensating 
circuit it may be shown that in Ziegler's arrangement 
<; 
> 
<' ;f Ro 
" > ~ , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
R ' 
. I 
c R/ 
'~------------------------------~----~~ 
FiG URE 2 
the sensitivity is reduced by the compensating circuit in 
the ratio 
the error factor is 
ORl ' (Ro + R2') 
Ro+ R/ + R2' 
and the time constant, which must be equal to the time 
constant of the hot wire is ORl ', where Ro is the im-
pedance out of which the system works. 
The relative performance of the two circuits lllay be 
examined by substituting in the expressions for the 
attenuation, error, and tinle constant of the inductance 
compensation circuit typical values of inductance and 
resistance as used at the Bureau of Standards, equating 
the values of attenuation and time constant thus 
obtained to the equivalent expressions for the capacity 
compensation circuit, substituting various appropriate 
values of Ro and R', and finally solving for 0, R2' and 
the value of the error factor. This operation is carried 
out below, and the results presented in Table II. 
L= 10.87 henrys. 
Ro= 100,000 ohms. 
R! = 1,000,000 ohms. 
R 2 =3,000 ohms. 
Attenuation equals 
R2 0 Ro+ Rl + R2 =0.0 272 
Time constant equals 
L R2 =0.003623 
Error factor equals 
L 
Ro+ RI + R2 = 0.00000985 
Equating values of attenuation and time constant 
thus obtained to COITe ponding e:\.'})res ions for the 
capacity compensation circuit, 
Attenuation = flo + ; ;: + R
z
' = 0.00272 
Compensation = CRt' = 0.003623 
and solving for C, R2 ' and the ITOI' factol' for RJ' = 1,000, 
10,000,100,000, and 1,000,000 ohms when Ro = 10 ohms 
and again when Eo = 100,000 ohms, we obtain the 
resul ts of Table II. 
TABLE II 
-
R,=IO ohms 
, 
RI' ohms Frequency 
C,,! Rz' ohms error factor ror! per crnL error 
c. p . s. 
----- -
1.000 3. H2:1 2. 7.>5 0.()()Q().J560 489 
lO,OOO . :162:) 27.30 .00001346 1,65:l 
100. 000 . 03623 272 . .00001021 2,182 
1,000,000 .003623 2,727.4 . 00000989 2,252 
Ro= 100, 000 obms 
1,000 3.623 275.5 0.003575 6.2 
10,000 .3623 300. 0 . 003292 6 . 
100,000 .03623 545. 5 .001816 12.3 
1,000,000 .003623 3,000.2 .00033 1 65.8 
Examination of the data thus obtained leads to the 
following conclusion: First, in order to obtain an 
error factor comparable with that of the inductance 
type of circuit, 0.00000985, Ro muts besmall, thus pre-
cluding the possibility of working the capacity com-
pensation system in the plate circuit of one of the ampli-
fying vacuum tubes; second, R 1' should be large for 
best results. The fact that the circuit may not be used 
in a vacuum-tube plate circuit leads to a practical 
difficulty in that if it is employed ahead of the ampli-
fi er , as is the ca e in Ziegler's apparatus (reference 7), 
the fluctuating voltage from the hot wire is attenuated 
by the compensating circuit, and may reach the ampli-
fier at a voltage level near that of the tube noises 
originating in the first amplifying tube. If this hap-
pens, amplification increases the tube noises from the 
first tube in the same proportion as the fluctuating 
voltage, and since they are so nearly equal, their sepa-
ration is difficult. Further, the presence of tube noi e 
may introduce spurious frequencies into the voltage 
fluctuations. The advantage of a compensating cir-
cuit that can be used in the middle of the amplifier is 
that the fluctuating voltage from the hot wire reaches 
the first tube unattenuated and therefore at a con-
siderably higher level than the noises originating there. 
The proportion between tube noises and voltage fl.uc-
,. 
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tuation then remains the same, regardless of any sub-
sequent amplification or attenuation. Compensation 
following the amplifying apparatus is difficult, practi-
cally, because such a system would require the voltage 
fluctuations to be built up to a level too high to be 
conveniently handled in the vacuum tubes ordinarily 
available if the output, after being subjected to the 
attenuation of the compensation circuit, is to remain 
large enough to operate any ordinary measuring 
instrument. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE P ERFORM -
ANCE OF THE H OT-WIRE ANEMOMETER AND TH E 
COMPENSATION CIRCUIT 
The performance of the hot-wire anemometer and 
the compensating sy tem has been investigated experi-
mentally by two methods. 
The first method (reference 5) con i ted of placing 
the suitably mounted hot wire in an airstream and 
imparting a simple harmonic motion to it by mechani-
cal means, the direction of the motion being parallel to 
the direction of the air flow. The hot wire wa oscil-
lated at several frequencies with amplitudes 0 cho en 
that the product of frequency and amplitude, and 
therefore the maximum speed, remained con tanto 
A detailed discussion of the result obtained from those 
tests is given in reference 5. Briefly, it was found that 
over the range of frequencies investigated, 0 to 60 
C. p. s., the results showed good agreement with the 
theory, and the action of the compensating circuit wa 
found to be satisfactory. 
In 1931, II. Doetsch and P. V. Mathes (reference ) 
made a similar investigation and reported good agree-
ment with the earlier work at the Bureau of tandal'd. 
Attempts to extend this method of inve tigation to 
higher frequencies by mounting the hot-wire anemom-
eter on one prong of an electrically driven tuning fork 
met with failure because the fine platinum wire was 
broken by the large inertia forces et up when any 
useful amplitude of oscillation, at high frequency, wu 
obtained. 
A less direct but more practical method hu been 
described by Ziegler. (Reference 7.) In this method 
changes in the electrical re istance of the hot wire are 
produced by a small alternating electric current of 
known magnitude and frequency superposed on the 
direct heating current instead of by fluctuations of air 
speed. For small changes in resistance, the theory of 
the response to resistance changes produced by change 
in the current is identical with that for re istance 
changes produced by changes in the rate of cooling. 
The change in resistance i measured a a function of 
the frequency, the alternating component of the cur-
rent in the wire being maintained constant. ome 
measurements by this method have been made at the 
Bureau of Standards. 
The circuit of Figure 3 was used to introduce the 
alternating current into the wire and to measure the 
resulting changes in the resistance of the wire as a func-
tion of frequency. It consists simply of a Wheatstone 
bridge of which one arm RJ is the hot-wire anemometer. 
The battery (E= 12 volts) in series with the regulating 
resistance Rb , supplies the necessary heating current to 
maintain the hot wire at the proper average tempera-
tUl'e. 
The bridge is first balanced both for di.J:ect and alter-
nating current when the hot wire i replaced by a 
resistor whose re istance is equal to the mean re istance 
of the hot wire and does not vary with the current. 
The hot wire i then ubstituted for this resistor. 
When the small ulternating current i applied, it pro-
duces an alternating change in the resistance of the 
hot wire, unbalancing the bridge. The magnitude of 
the fluctuation of the l'esi tance of the hot wire may be 
computed from the yoltage d.rop applied to the ampli-
fier and the sensitivity of the bridge. The equilibrium 
value may be obtained by direct experiment, measur-
ing the resi tance of the wire for different heating 
10 
B 
~R' 14 I I >1 • - > R'~ 10 R e Ie 
'F Amplifier D --1 R'~ 
f a I h >- fi < ~ 
FIG UR E 3 
cmrents, using a galvanometer as the indicating 
in trument for the bridge. 
The alternating current was supplied from an audio-
frequency vacuum-tube oscillator through a condenser 
which i olated the 0 cillator from the bridge, as far as 
direct current is concerned. The oscillator was a Gen-
eral Radio Co. type 377-B instrument, having a fre-
quency range of 25 to 70,000 C. p. S. with excellent 
wave form when working into a suitable load im-
pedance, and a power output of about 100 milliwatts, 
ufficient for the purpose of the tests. 
Because of the great bulk of the amplifier and the 
difference between the capacities of the two sides of 
the input circuit to ground, it was found desirable to 
house the amplifier in a metal cage and to place a 
Wagner ground to the cage across the input terminals. 
A small slide rheostat (potentiometer) of 25,000 ohms 
resistance was found satisfactory, the ends of the wind-
ing being connected to the two input terminals and 
the variable point to the cage. The variable point was so 
adjusted that reversing the bridge current and revers-
ing the amplifier terminals gave the minimum effect. 
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A number of difficulties were encountered, not men-
tioned by Ziegler, and perhaps not met with by him 
because of suitable choice of the briclge constants. It 
seems desirable to discuss the performance of the com-
bined a. c. -d. c. bridge in a little detail to indicate the 
nature of the difficulties and how they may be avoided. 
Application of Kirchhoff's laws for the continuity of 
the current at junction points A, B , C, G, and for the 
voltage relations in circuits BCDB , CGDC, and 
ABCGF A gives the following seven equations for 
determining the seven unknown currents, Ia being 
measured. 
I b+ Ia= Io 
II + 14= 10 
Ia+ I u= I4 
12+ Ia= 10 
I;R4 + I uRu - I IRI = 0 
IaRa- I zR2 - I uRu= 0 
I;R4 + laRa + I bRb = E 
Since it is desired to hold the alternating current in 
the wire constant, and only 10. can be readily measured, 
the first thing of interest is t.he relation between II 
and Ia. Solution of the above equation for II gives 
I - (E+ I aRb) (RuRa + RuR4 + RzR4 + RaR4) 1- Y +RuX 
where 
and 
Y = RIRzRa + RIRaR4 + R IRaR4 + RzRaR4 + R bRIRz 
+ R~IRa + R~aR4 + R~aR4 
X =Rl (Rb + Ra + R4) + RbRZ + R~a + R~4 + RaRa + R2R4. 
Ru, the resistance of the input circuit of the amplifier 
is quite large as compared with the values of the other 
resistances in the bridge. Introducing this fact, we 
find 
The resistfince RI of the hot wire is not constant, hut 
fluctuates with the current. Let us place RI = .RI+r, 
where HI is the mean value and the departur~ r ie a 
function of It. Introducing the value of RI in X, \ve 
find X=X+ (R b+ Ra+R4) l' when X is the vallie of X 
with RI substituted for RI . Thus 
II = (E + IaR b) (Ra + R4) 
X + (Rb+ Ra+R4) r 
(1) 
Since r is a funct.ion of II and also of t,he frequency, 
the relation between II and 10. is not independent of 
the frequency and is far from simple in the general 
case. Keeping Ia constant does not keep II constant. 
H I aRb d (Rb+ Ra+ R 4 ) 7' il . owever,----:zr-an X \\' I be smfill If 
Ia is small. Treating them as small quantities who e 
squares and products may he neglected, equation (1) 
]1lay be written 
1 - E(Ra+R4) + IaRb(Ra+R4) E(Ra+RJ(Rb+Ra+RJr 
1- X X X 2 (2) 
The first term in equation (2) is the direct current 
through the wire which we shall call I de' The second 
term is the main alternating current through the wire, 
proportional to 10.' The third term represent the 
:Ouctuation in current through RI due to the variation 
of R I . To secure a simple relation between II and l a, 
it is desirable to make this last term negligible. The 
ratio of the Ill, t term to the second is 
or, 
E (Rb+ Ra +R4) r 
IaRb X 
I'lc (l +~Jr 
I aRb 
(3) 
ince rand I a are not in phase, the direct ratio can 
not be taken. Placing 10. =laeiw' and r =r e;(wl-a) 
the ratio (3) becomes 
( R,,) - . l ac 1 + R;+1[" r e- }a (4) 
Ia Rb 
The importance of the choice of suitable values of 
the bridge resistance in reducing the ratio (3) is best 
illustrated by two numerical examples. 
Assuming the reasonable value of M = 0.0041, and 
a frequency of 25 c. p. s., we will consider first 
a bridge having the following values of resistances, 
HI = 7.60 ohm, Rz= Ra= 7.58 ohm , R4 = 7.60 ohms, 
Rb= 22.44 ohm , and r= 0.053 ohms, a 12-volt heating 
battery beinO' u ed, and Ia made 0.005 ampere. Then, 
I 'le= (15.18) 12 
911.71 
= 0.199 ampere, 
and the ratio (4) of the alternating current cau ed by 
the resistance variation to the main alternating current 
through the hot wire is 
ext, consider a bridge having the same dire t cur-
rent through the same hot wire, and the following 
values of resi tance Rb = 44.52 ohms, RI = 7.60 ohms, 
R2= 7.60 ohms, R3= 900 ohm , R 4 =900 ohm , M and 
w having the arne value as in the first example. 
Then, it may be shown, that I de =0 .199 ampere a 
before. Also, from a con ideration of the second 
term of (2), the alternating current in the wire is in-
creased by a factor of 1.97. The value of r is there-
fore taken to be 0.053 X l.97 or 0.104, i . e., as pro-
portional to the alternating current, an assumption 
which e1rperiment shows to be reasonable when the 
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alternating current is small as compared to the direct 
heating current. The ratio of the alternating cur-
rent caused hy the resistance variation to the main 
alternating current through the hot wire is then 
0.096 ria, which is less than one-third the value for 
the bridge arrangement of the first example. 
The current II i very nearl,V in pha e with I a when 
r is small , and the resistance variation lags the current 
II by the phase angle tan- I Mw where M is the time 
constant of the hot wire. Hence a is approximately 
tan- I Mw or for the above examples tan- I 0.0041 X 27T 
X25 = tan- 1 0.64 or 32.6°. Even with the second 
bridge arrangement, the alternating current due to 
resi tance variation is 8 per cent of the main alternating 
current at a frequency of 25 c. p . s. With increasing 
frequency, r decrea es in magnitude and a increases so 
that the effect di appear . H ence an experimental 
procedure which holds Ia constant permits variations 
of the alternating component of II of approximately 
per cent. 
Solution of the bridge equations for IoRo with Ro 
large leads to the result: 
(5) 
or introducing RI +r for RI, assuming the bridge to be 
balanced as to EI, i. e., R2 R4 = RI R3 , and neglecting 
Ia Rb as compared to E and (Rb + R3 + R4) l' compared 
to X, we find 
Introducing Ide 
IR = ER3r 
o 9 X (6) 
(7) 
Equation (7) gives the relation between the voltage 
across the amplifier input and the resistance variation 
r. It is seen that the sensitivity may be increa ed by 
making Ra large in relation to R 4• However, thi 
procedure requires R2 to be increased in order to 
preserve the balance ' of the bridge which in turn 
requires I I to flow through a large resistance. This i 
impractical because of the large battery required to 
supply the heating current. A good compromi e 
between sensitivity and battery size is obtained when 
R3 and R4 are equal, the sen itivity then being one-half 
the theoretical maximum. 
When designing a bridge for u e with both alternat-
ing and direct current H is e ential to make all 
r istances as nearly noninductive as is po ible. In 
the instance of R2 , Ra, and R4 thi pre ents no greater 
problem thnn that of constructing the resi tance 
according to one of the several methods known to give 
satisfactory results over the range of freq uencie 
involved, roughly 0 to 10,000 c. p. s. The solution i 
not so simple in the case of RI becau e this arm of the 
bridge contains the hot wire, which must of necessity 
be mounted in the wind tunnel and connected to the 
152940-33--2 
remainder of the apparatus by leads of considerable 
length . The inductance of these leads may be of 
great importance. 
The alternating current potential across RI (main 
term only) is 
RI (R3 + R4) (IaRb) IdJaR~1 
X E (8) 
and the voltage being measured is, from equation (7), 
(9) 
It is evident that any inductive reactance in the Rl 
branch of the bridge, such as that due to the inductance 
L . of the long 'leads to the hot wire, will cause the 
CUl'rent in the wire to lag behind the voltage (8); in 
other words, the voltage (8) will lead the current by 
wL 
the phase angle tan- I R
I
• • The quadrature voltage 
component leading the current in the wire will be 
(10) 
since ~. is small. At high frequencies, the change in 
re i tance of the wire lags the current in the wire by 
nearly 90°, and hence is nearly in quadrature. The 
ratio of the quadrature component due to the induc-
tance of the leads to the mea ured voltage is therefore 
approximately 
wLeRb (R3 + R4) Ia 
RarE (11) 
and the voltages are in opposite phase so that the 
effect is to reduce the measlll'ed voltage. 
The magnitude of the effect of lead reactance i 
hown by the following example. 
Assuming as probable values, R3 + R4 = 2,000 ohms, 
R 3 = 1,000 ohm ,Rb = 5 ohms, L. = 10- 5 henry, E= 12, 
- . 0.00222, Ia = 0.005, w = 6,2 0, ratlO (11) becomes - and 
1· 
if r =. 0.00222 which is a rea onable value at the fre-
quency considered, the ratio of the quadratlll'e vol tage 
to the voltage we wi h to measure i 1.00. ince the 
amplifier amplifies and meaSlll'es the sum of the two 
voltage, which are in oppo ite pha e, an error of 100 
per cent i introduced, the input voltage to the ampli-
fier being reduced to zero. 
Equation (11) indicate that the error cau ed by the 
inductive reactance of the lead to R\ may be reduced 
by decrea ing Rb , a remedy that does not meet the 
requirement for low ratio of alternating current due 
to re i tance variation to main alternating current. 
(Equation 4.) An alternative remedy is to balance 
out the effect of the inductance L ., in the RI arm of 
the bridge by one of two ways: (1) the use of a ca-
pacity of proper magnitude acro s R3 , or (2) the use of 
an inductance of magnitude equal to ~~ in the R2 arm 
~ - ~- --"~ -~ - " 
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of the bridge. The latter is the easier solution, and 
the method employed was to mount R2 on the end of 
a pair of leads exactly similar to those in the Rl arm. 
Then, since Rl = R2, and the inductance in the two 
arms is equal, the quadrature voltages balance eaeh 
other. 
The alternating CUlTent balance of the bridge may 
be checked experimentally by substituting a resistance 
in the RJ branch equal to the resistance of the hot 
wire, but independent of temperatme. The bridge i 
then balanced to the direct cUlTent, in the usual man-
ner, and alternating voltage from the audio-frequency 
oscillator applied. If no alternating voltage appears 
across the amplifier input under these conditions, the 
bridge is balanced with respect to alternating cun ent. 
Figure 4 shows the results of a test on the uncom-
pensated hot-wire anemometer in still air. The input 
voltage to the amplifier is plotted against frequency, 
.01 
I 
1'-
.0.01 
'\. 
'\ 
.00.0.1 
I 
.000.01 10. 100 10.00 100(J() 
Frequency. cycles per sec ond 
FIGURE 4 
the alternating current applied to the bridge being held 
constant. The procedure followed in making this 
test was first to adjust the heating current to the 
proper value by mean of R b . The bridge was then 
balanced by adjusting R2 until no direct potential 
appeared across the amplifier input terminals, using 
a sensitive direct-current galvonometer as the indicat-
ing instrument, since the amplifier was not suitable for 
direct-current indication. An alternating current of 
0.005 ampere was then applied to the bridge, the fre-
quency being varied from 25 to 10,000 c. p. s. Read-
ings of the amplifier output were taken at each fre-
quency. By means of the calibration data, the 
corresponding input voltages were computed. 
The theoretical result of this test would be a curve, 
such that the input voltage was lnversely proportional 
to ..)1 + M 2w2• Over the higher frequency range where 
M 2w2 is large compared to 1, the relation between input 
voltage and frequency would be expected to be linear 
and in the lower frequency range where M 2w2 is com-
parable in magnitude to 1 the curve should be concave 
downward. The actual result of the test is seen to be 
identical with the theoretical from 25 to 700 c. p . s. 
Above 700 c. p. s. the response is less than the the-
Ol'etical, partly becau e of some decrease of the ampli-
fier output at the higher frequencies, but largely 
because the balancing of the inductance of the leads 
to the hot wire was not pcrfect, being limited by the 
sensitivity of the amplifier. 
:Figul'c 5 illustratcs the rcsults obtained from a test 
on the hot-wire anemometer working into the com-
pensated amplifier. In this case the wire was placed 
in the air stream of the wind tunnel. The compen-
sation was set at the value computed from the relation 
1.2 
1.0 
0.2 
0. 
10. 
I 
I I 
" I 1 ,r ~ V 
i ~ 1 
T 
1\ 
I I 
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I 
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From 25 c. p. s . to 430 c. p. s . the compensation brings 
the output of the hot wire and amplifier combination 
to within 2 per cent of the ideal value represented by 
the ordinate 1.0, i. e., the value representing a response 
independent of the frequency. Above 430 c. p. s. the 
ratio of the actual to the ideal response increased to a 
maximum of 1.19 at 1,500 c. p. s. This rise is due to 
the fact that the coil u ed in the compensating circuit 
h as unavoidable distributed capacity, as well as the 
desired inductance, and therefore acts as a tuned 
circuit resonating at about 1,500 c. p. s. The imped-
ance of an inductance with distributed capacity does 
not increase directly with frequency, as does the react-
ance of a pure inductance, but acts rather as though 
the inductance had been replaced by an equivalent 
inductance 
L 
Le =1_w2 La 
where a represents the distributed capacity. For 
this reason, it is very desirable to reduce the distributed 
~---"- ----~-----~-------
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capacity of the compensating inductance to the lowe t 
possible value and thus reduce the dependence of L. 
on frequency. 
To summarize, our experiments and those of Ziegler 
have shown that the theory of the lag of the wire is 
valid for frequencies up to perhaps 1,000 per second. 
Verification at higher frequencies is difficult because 
of the increased sen itivity required and the effects 
of the inductance of the several members of the bridge. 
Since the theory of the lag is shown to be correct, the 
required performance of the compensating circuit i 
readily computed. The actual performance may be 
tested by applying known a. c. voltages of varying 
frequency. The degree with which the required per-
formance can be met is illustrated in Figure 11, given 
later. 
---- -- --
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IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF FLUCTUATIONS OF AIR SPEED 
IN TURBULENT FLOW 
PART II 
THE DESIGN OF AMPLIFIER~ FOR USE IN TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS 
The fluctuatinO' voltaO'e chop produced by the action 
of the speed fluctuations in the free stream of a wind 
tunnel on the hot-wire anemometer is of the order of a 
few thou andths of- one volt and therefore, for conven-
ience in measurement, mu t be amplified. The 
vacuum-tube amplifier i the only practical instru-
ment available for this purpose. 
Vacuum-tub amplifier for turbulence mea ure-
ment mu t meet several general requirements in the 
matter of performance. First, they must O'ive suf-
flcient amplification of the available input voltage to 
operfLte 'uitable mea uring instruments. econd, they 
must be free from amplitude distortion; that is, the 
output must be directly proportional to the input. 
Third, they 'hould, for a given fi-xed input voltage, 
giye a con tant output, reO'ardle of the frequency 
oC the input vol tage, throughout the range of fre-
quencies involved in turbulence mea urement. 
The first requirement, in the present tate of the 
fLrt at least, mean that a suitable amplifier mu t be 
one with several stages of amplification. The econd 
requirement mean simply that care mu t be exer-
cised to supply the proper grid and plate potentials 
to each vacuum tube, so that it will operate on the 
Rtraight portion of it grid-voltag plate-current curve, 
and to 0 choose the tube and it operatinO' conditions 
that the maximum expected grid voltagr swing will 
neither carry the grid potential from the straight, part 
of the curve nor cause the grid to become po it,ive and 
draw current. The third requirement, namely, that 
the amplifier respon e be independent of frequ,ency in 
the range of frequencies involved is the mo t difficult 
to sati fy, principally because of the first requirement. 
The coJ,l truction of a multi- tage amplifier nece si-
tates some method of coupling the tube together 0 
that the amplified voltage from one vacuum tube may 
he applied to the grid of the fo llowing tube for further 
amplification. To make thi connecting ci rcuit inde-
prndent of frequency entailR considerahle difficulty. 
There are several inter tage oupling ystoms that 
may be u ed over the range of frequencie in which we 
are intere ted, and each ha certain advantages as 
well as disadvantage, the discu sion of which requires 
orne consideration of the theory of vacuum tubes as 
amplifier. 
12 
The action or a vacuum tuhe in amplification i de-
termined by the r~lation between in tantaneous cur-
rents and voltages in both input and output circuit . . 
\Vhcn ft toady voltage i impressed on the grid cir-
cuit of a vacuum tube, no grid current flows if the O' rid 
is negative with respect t the filament. If an al te r-
nating vol tage is then applied, an al ternating current 
will flow in the grid circuiL hecause of the pat.h offered 
hy the internal grid-filament capacity of the tube, and 
aloin the plate circuit becau e of the grid-plate 
capacity. The power thu up plied is di" ipated a 
heat in the 1'e istances of the circuits and must be 
reduced to the lowe t pos ible level in order to mftin-
Lain a high efficiency in the amplifier. 
The performance of circuit containing yftcuum 
tube may be computed hy assuming that the tube 
impresse a voltage of !lEo, !l being the amplification 
factor and Eg the alternating grid voltage, in a circuit 
con. isting of the external impedance Zo, and the 
internal alternating current impedance rp of the tube 
under the operating conditions. Hence, the al ter-
nating component of the plate current Iv i given by the 
relation 
(10) 
The alternating voltage Ep across the load circuit 
is the product of the alternating plate current and the 
load impedance, that is, 
I Zo=E =(~). /I E (11) p p 1'p+ Zo ,.. 0 
Since ~P is the voltage amplification A of the tube 
o 
and load combination, we may write 
A=JlCrp~OzJ (12) 
Equation (12) is of considerable importnnce in 
amplifier design in that it hows the effect or 101\,(1 
impedance Zo, on the voltage amplification. It is 
seen thftt Zo hould be mftde as large ftS po ible, in 
order to obtain the maximum gain in voltage. The 
increase in ftmplification is rapid until Zo becomes 
orne 5 or 10 time as large as rp . As Zo is increased 
beyond that point, however, comparatively little gain 
in amplification is obtained. 
-------- ---
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The four types of interstage couplings that are com-
monly used are transformer coupling, impedance-
capacity coupling, direct coupling, and resistance-
capacity coupling. They are illu trated schemati-
cally in Figures 6-a, b, c, and d, respectively. 
Figure 6a repre ent the essential of the common 
transformer coupled audio-frequency amplifier, which 
derives its name from the fact that an iron-cored 
tran former i u ed to couple the plate circuit of 
vacuum tube A to the grid cil'cuit of vacuum tube B. 
The alternating voltage Eo applied to the grid of tube A 
appears in the output circuit a a voltage jJ.Eg in 
eries with the internal alternating cmrent impedance 
of the tube rp , and the prilnary impedance of the 
A 
(aJ 
" A B 
-y-_~f----"--1+ I I~~II~ 
Bo 
1'; 9 
+ 
-
-
= b) 
(c) 
tran fonner 1'. The voltage Eg tIl u cau es an 
alternating current to flow through the tran former 
prilnary impedance, producing an alternating voltage 
drop E t , across the tran former primary and inducing 
an alternating potential nEt, acro the tran former 
secondary, where n is the voltage ratio of the trans-
former, equal to the turn ratio if the input impedance 
of tube B i nonreactive and very high, and the 
tran former i free from all 10 se and flux leakao-e. 
The amplification of tube A and tran former T i 
then 
1- nH, 
- Eo' 
or n times equation (12); that i , 
A - njJ.Zo (13) 
- rp + Zo 
where Zo i the impedance of the transformer primary. 
The advantage of the tran former coupled amplifier 
i obviou ly the effect of n in increasing the amplifica-
tion. The disadvantage, where extreme uniformity 
of re ponse at a wide range of freqllencie is nece ary, 
as in turbulence mea urement, lies in the fact that 
ZOI beino- the impedance of a cil'cuiL consi ting e sen-
tially of inductance and ome re istance, i H function 
of the frequency, varying directly with frequency if 
the resi tance is negligible. ince Zo varic ' with Jr('-
quency, so does the amplification according to the 
relation expre ed by equation (13). Therefore, if 
uniform re ponse over any range of frequencie i dc-
ired, it can be obtained only by making Zo extremely 
large with respect to tp at the lowest frequency of the 
A B 
i:=:J ~p Vv 
L 
Eg L + b1 = b2 
+ 
(b) 
A B 
--,:.----Vv ~~ 
RJ Rz 
Eg 
de 'ired range. Since this lo\\'est, frcq uenc.y may be 
only a few c. p. s., the pmctical difficulty in C011-
tructing a tran former having a large enough im-
pedance for ati factory operation i very great. A 
further practical diffi ulty ari e from the fact that 
the eon trllction of neh a transformE'l' requires a pri-
mary wi.nding of many turn and hence con iderable 
di tributed capacity. TIllS di tributed capacity, in 
conj unction with the capacity between the element 
of the a ociated vacuum tube, form a parallel tuned 
circuit with tile tran former inductance'. If the 
re onant frequen y of thi tuned circuit lie in or near 
the range of frequencies over which the amplifier is 
to be u ed, the impedance Zo will be greatly increased 
at and near re onance with con equent non uniformity 
of amplification. If the transformer i 0 designed 
that the resonant effect doe not occur, the distributed 
capacity will still make itself felt in the form of a 
------- - ---
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marked reduction of impedance, and loss of ampli-
fication at frequencies above a few thousand c. p. s., 
because of its shunting effect on the transformer 
impedance. 
From the above discussion, it is seen that the 
transformer-coupled amplifier e)..,})eriences consider-
able difficulty in meeting the requirements for a suc-
cessful tmbulence measuring instrument. As far a is 
Imown to us, it is impossible to obtain suitable trans-
formers for such an amplifier. 
The impedance-capacity coupled amplifier of Figure 
6b may be considered as a special case of transformer 
coupling in which the voltage ratio n, is unity. It 
lacks the principal advantage of the transformer 
coupled type, namely, the possibility of amplification 
due to transformer voltage ratios greater than one, 
and possesses the same disadvantages of frequency 
dependence and distributed capacity effect. 
Figure 6c is the basic circuit of the amplifier first 
used at the Bureau of Standards for turbulence 
measurements. (Reference 5.) It is a member of a 
large family of essentially similar amplifiers known as 
direct coupled. The load impedance Zo, j a simple 
nonreactive resi tor and therefore independent of 
frequency. Hence, theoretically at least, this type 
of coupling gives uniform action regardless of fre-
quency, and is operable even at zero frequency. 
Practically, this performance is not obtained because 
of the shunting effect of the stray capacities of the 
wiring, and the interelectrode capacities of vacuum 
tubes A and B. These capacities which, as will be 
shown later, may be quite appreciable in magnitude, 
are all in parallel with each other and the load resistor 
Ro. Then since the impedance Zo of the load circuit 
consisting of Ro and 0 in parallel is at frequency f, 
1 Zo = --r=:===== ~ ~02 + (27rf0)2 (14) 
it is at once evident that Zo decreases with increasing 
frequency, and that the amplification factor A is 
A=,u 1 (15) rp~ i02+ (27rfO) 2 + 1 
The amplification decreases with increasing frequoncy. 
The loss in amplification at high frequencies is een 
to be a function of the capacity O. nfor tuna tely, 
the value of 0 is comparatively large in the lirect 
coupled amplifier of the type illustrated because of the 
large capacity to ground of battery b2, which is used to 
maintain the grid of tube B at the proper negative 
potential with respect to the filament. 
In use it was found that the direct-coupled amplifier 
gave uniform response from zero to a few hundred 
c. p. s. only. For this reason, and also because of the 
fact that in the direct-coupled amplifier slight varia-
tion of the voltage of any battery, or the constants 
of any component of the system, caused amplified 
shifting of the grid and plate potentials of all the 
following vacuum tubes, making the amplifier sub-
ject to drifting, and difficult of adjustment, the use of 
the direct coupling was abandoned in favor of resis-
tance-capacity coupling. 
The resistance-capacity method of coupling is illus-
trated by Figure 6d. It differs from the direct 
coupling of Figure 6c only in that a condenser Oe is 
placed in the connection between the plate of vacuum 
tube A and the grid of vacuum tube B. the latter 
being held at the required negative potential by bat-
tery b2 through R2• 
The purpose of the condenser 0", is to insulate the 
grid of tube B from the positive plate potential of 
tube A. while allowing the amplified alternating voltage 
across the load resistor R t of tube A to be impressed 
on the grid of tube B. The use of a large grid bat-
tery at a high potential above the filament, such as 
battery b2 of Figure 6c is then unnecessary. By 
doing away with this battery a large portion of the 
shunting capacity which makes the dll'ect-coupled 
amplifier unsuitable for use at frequencies greater 
than 100 or 200 c. p. s., is eliminated with consequent 
improvement in performance. A further advantage 
realized by the use of resistance-capacity coupling, 
in preference to direct coupling, is that the condenser 
Oe, localizes the effect of variation of battery voltages 
to the tube or tubes connected to that battery, thereby 
eliminating the general shift of operating voltages and 
difficulty of adjustment characteristic of dll'ect-coupled 
systems. 
The disadvantage of resistance-capacity coupling is 
that Oe is reactive and therefore its impedance is 
dependent on the frequency. That this disadvantage 
may be obviated by proper design, and in some 
particulars even tmned to advantage, may be shown 
from an elementary consideration of the circuit 
theory. 
eglecting, for the present, the effect of the vacuum-
tube interelectrode capacities, the load impedance of a 
resistance-capacity coupled amplifier consist of R t 
(fig. 6d) in parallel with the oircuit formed by R2 with 
Oe in series. The alternating grid voltage for vacuum 
tube B is taken from across R2• At low frequencies, 
where the reactance of Oe is large compared to the 
resistance of R2, that part of the alternating voltage 
across Rt which is impressed on the grid of vacuum 
tube B is small, being zero at zero frequency. As the 
frequency is increased the reactance of Oe decrease, 
and when it becomes negligible compared to R2 the 
maximum amplification results. The amplification i 
then independent of frequency and the load impedance 
of tube A is es entially equal to the resistance of Rl 
and R2 in parallel. 
From the above it follow that two items must be 
considered in the design of the coupling ciJ.-cuit, 
namely, Oe must be large so that good amplification 
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may be obtained at low frequencies, and R2 should be 
large in proportion to Rl so that the load impedance of 
vacuum tube A and hence the amplification may be as 
high as possible. 
Unfortunately, the use of a high capacity at Oc and 
a high resistance at R2 also results in a circuit of large 
time constant Oc R2• If a momentary sUTge or over-
load of the amplifier causes the grid of tube B to be-
come positive the amplifier will become inoperative, 
or "block" for a length of time equal to that requil:ed 
for the positive charge to leak off from Oc through R2 • 
The time required for this leakage is proportional to 
the time constant of the coupling circuit. To reduce 
Eg 
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this effect to a practical minimum, it is necessary to 
reduce the time constant either by reducing Oc with 
resultant loss of amplification at low frequencies, or by 
reducing R2 with consequent loss of amplification at all 
frequencies. The latter alternative, if employed, 
necessitates the use of a large number of stages in order 
to obtain the desired amplification, which leads to 
serious practical difficulties. We are therefore forced 
to reduce Oc, fixing its value to obtain a compromise 
between loss of amplification at low frequencies and 
the degree of sluggishness to be tolerated in the 
amplifier. 
The response of a resistance-capacity coupled ampli-
fier to high frequencies is determined by factors neg- . 
lee ted in the discussion of coupling condenser and grid 
resistor size. Here it is the magnitude of the unavoid-
able interelectrode capacities, and the somewhat 
avoidable stray capacity between grid, plate, and fila-
ment wiring that controls the performance. 
Figure 7a is the simplified schematic diagram of a 
2-stage resistance-capacity coupled amplifier, with the 
interelectrode capacities shown as dotted lines. Let 
us investigate the effect of these capacities on the 
performance of the amplifier at high frequencies. 
If we assume that the mean grid potentials of 
vacuum tubes A and B are negative so that the grid to 
filament resistances of the tubes are high, and that Eo, 
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the applied alternating grid voltage, is small, we may 
repre ent the circuit of Figure 7a by the equivalent 
net work of Figure 7b. Eo repre ents a small alter-
nating input Yoltage; G, P , and F the grid, plate, 
and filament, respectively, connected by the inter-
electrode capacities 0 0f> OOP' and O pr, Tp the internal 
alternating-current impedance of the vacuum tube; 
RI the plate-circuit load resi tor; Oc the coupling con-
denser; and R2 the grid-circuit resistor of the following 
tube. The amplifying action of the tube is repre-
ented by the alternating voltage }LEu, introduced 
into the plate circuit in series with Tp. Since the plate 
current increases as the grid becomes more positive, 
}LEo is in opposite phase to Eo . 
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The exact solution of the network of Figure 7b re-
quire the solution of 17 simultaneous equations and 
will not be given here. The most important eIl'ect 
with many types of vacuum tubes is du e to the hunt-
ing effect of the network to the right of R 2, especially 
to the CUl'rent flowing in th conden er Oup'. The volt-
age across thi conden er is readily een to be Eo' + E' 
where E' i the voltage acro the plate 1'e i tor Rl' of 
the second tube. In computing E' for an amplifier 
used at audio-frequencie , it is permissible as a fir t 
approximation to neglect the CUl'rent flowing through 
Ou/ and Op/ in compari on with II , since at audio-
frequencies the imp dance of the interelectrode ca-
pacities are large compared with the rest of the net-
work. Then, considering the circuit farthe t to the 
right, 
and 
E' = I'R' = ILR/_ E' 
I r/ + RII u 
The voltage acro s the condenser Ou/ is therefore 
E 1(1+ IL R/ ) 
u r/ + RI' 
or since , fRk I is the voltage amplification A of Lube 1D + I 
B, Eo' (1 + A). The current flowing through uP' is 
therefore j 2 7r j Ouv' Eo' (1 + A). 
The voltage applied to the network to the right of 
R2 is Eo'. Hence the apparent impedance of the 
condenser Ouy' i 
j 2 7r j (1 + A) Ou/ ( 16) 
01' Lhe eIIect is as if the 'ftpaciLy of thi condenser were 
increased by the factor (1 + A). 
An exact solu tion of Lhe network would give a till 
1 wer shunting impedance becau e of the drecLs of 
Our. 01lr. Op/, OUI" and Ou/, Cpr', CUll Op/, and Ou/ are 
approximateJy fixed [or any conventional assembly 
of commercially available tube and a socia ted com-
ponent , Op/ + OU/ being of the order of 30 ILILj. WiLh 
RI = 250,000, a capacity of this magnitude produces a 
one per cent reduction of th eITectiv plate imped-
ance at a frequency of 3,010 cycle per second, account 
being taken of the fact that the shunting CUl'rent is in 
quadrature with the plate current. With RI = 
100,000, a 1 per cent reduction occurs at a frequency 
of about 7,540 cycles pel' second. 
When the effects of (1 + A) Ou/ are included, we 
find that frequency errors become lal:ge at till lowcr 
[recgJ.encies. Consider the two amplifiers which haY(' 
been used at the B-lU'eau of tanclard. In the IiI' L 
using UX240 tubes with RI = 100,000 ohms, OU1' i 
about 10 ILILi and A about 20. The effective hunting 
capacity is 21 X 10 + 30 = 240 ILJLi. Appreciable errol' 
are introduced at frequencies as low as 900 cycles pCI' 
second. In the second using the UY224 screen-grid 
tube, with RI = 250,000 ohms, OUP is only 0.015 
ILILi, and A about 80. The effective shunting ca-
pacity is about 80 X . 015 +30 =31.2 ILILj. Appreciable 
elTors are introduced only above a frequency of 
about 2, 60 cycles . 
The calculations given above C01'1'O pond fairly well 
to the actual performance of the two amplifier. The 
effect of the shlmting capacity is frequently oyerlooked 
in the design of 1'e istance-capacity coupled amplifier. 
Another factor having an important effect on the 
performance at high frequencies as illustrated in part 
in the preceding calculations i the relation between 
Lhe shunting capacity and the external plate imped-
ance . If, at a ccrtnin high frequency 081 the hunting 
capacity ha 10 times the impedance of R I , its efl'ect 
will be much less than if, at the same frequency, and 
with the ame shunting capaciLy, RI is increased until 
its impedance is, ay, one-ha,lf that of Os. The effect 
is further complicated in practice because increa e in 
RJ will cause increa ed amplification, according to the 
relation expre ed by equation (12), which in turn re-
sults in increa ed ffective hunting capa ity, making 
the difference between the impedance of 0. and the 
impedance of RI still smaller than if RI alone had been 
increased. The modern practice of u ing very hiO'h 
\ralues of RI in order Lo obtain high amplification per 
stage mu t therefore be avoided if good uniformity of 
re pon e over a wide range of frequencie is nece ary. 
Conversely, if unduly low values of RI are employed, 
in an efl'ort to improve the range of uniform respon e, 
the amplification pel' stag will be 0 reduced that the 
number of stnges llecessHry Lo ohtai)] Llw l'equirNI 
amplification llllLY becomo ex('essi ve. 
The objecLion to a large Humber oJ stages is two-
fold. Fil'st, the difficulty in opel'fttion and ftdjusLmcnL 
of the complete amplifier incrcases much fa Lel' Lhtln 
the number of stage. econd, Lhe actual impro\re-
ment in uniformity of re pon e obtained may be of 
sliO'ht consequence, eyen though the pcrformance of 
ach individual tage i improved, hecause Lhe addi-
tion of cach similar sLage amplifies the llonunifonnity 
of the previous sLages. For example, if we have a 2-
sLage amplifier giving a voltage gain of 100 p l' stage 
at some low frequency and 50 per stage at 10,000 
c. p. s., the over-all gain of the two stages at the low 
frequency will be 10,000, and at 10,000 c. p. s., 2,500. 
If we then reduce RJ with the object of improved per-
formance, until the voltage gain per stage becomes 10 
aL the low frequency and 7.5 at the hiO'h frequency of 
10,000 c. p. s., it will be nece ary to u e [0111' stage 
to obtain the same O\rel'-aU gain at the low frequency 
It in the previou instance, and the over-all gain at 
10,000 c. p .. will be 3,160. The over-all performance 
i seen to be improved slightly but not to the same 
extent as the performance of the individual stages, and 
probably not enough to compensate for the operational 
difficulties introduced by the addition of two taO'es. 
--- --------------------
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IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF FLUCTUATIONS OF AIR SPEED 
IN TURBULENT FLOW 
PART III 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS APPARATUS 
The assembly of equipment at the Bureau of Stand-
ards for measurement of turbulence consists of five 
parts: (1) The wire itself; (2) a, Wheatstone bridge for 
accurate measurement of the resistance of the wire at 
room temperature; (3) an apparatus with suitable 
switching arrangements for supplying the 'wire with 
heating current, measuring the heating current, mea -
uring the voltage drop across the wire at various air 
speeds for calibration purposes, and finally transfening 
the fluctuating voltage drop across tho wire to the 
amplifier input; (4) a suitable amplifying system, in-
cluding the requisite compensation for the amplitude 
reduction and pha e angle lag of tho wire; and (5) a 
final measuring instrument. Tho earlier forms of the 
apparatus aro described in referonces 5 and 6; it is 
assumed that the reader is familiar with them. Those 
references also give in detail tho mothod of calibration 
and tho method of computing the magnitude of the 
speed fluctuation, 
THE WIRE 
The wire itself has undergone little modification 
since its first use at the Bureau of Standards. It is 
generally a platinum wire about 0.75 to 1.0 centimeter 
in length and 0.017 millimeter in diameter, electrically 
welded to a suitable mounting. OIne of the first hot 
wires were soldered to their mountings but this 
practice was soon abandoned because of the uncertain 
contact between wire and support. The welds joining 
the platinum wire to the prongs of the supports should 
be inspected with a low-power microscope, or a good 
jeweler's eyeglass. A good uniform weld i ea ily 
identified. No other kind will be fOlmd sati factory 
It has been found advisable to anneal each new wire 
before use by passinO" sufficient current through it to 
cause it to glow a dull red, If the wire i to be II eel 
tightly stre-tched, as when working in the boundftl'Y 
lftyer of ft flat plate or other body, thi ftnnealing 
process should be conducted with the wire tight buL 
must not be continued for more than ft few minnLes. 
Undue prolongation of the annealing of Llch a wire 
usually Jeads to a greatly hortened life. The wire 
when heated tends to soften, as is desired, but tension 
tends to stretch and harden it again. If the annealing 
is continued for a long time, the wire becomes con-
siderably elongated and weakened, breaking soon after 
being put in service. Measurements of the turbulence 
in the free stream of the wind tunnel do not require 
that the wire be under tension; therefore wires for this 
use may be annealed for longer periods without detri-
mental effect on their life, Fifteen to thirty minutes 
is probably quite sufficient for proper annealing. 
Proper annealing tends to reduce the magnitude of 
the changes in the room-temperature resistance of the 
wire which often take place during the course of a set 
of observation. Thu, the accuracy of the data 
obtained is increased and the labor of the computations 
decreased. Since the resistance of the wire is seldom 
the same after a run as before, it is advisable to meas-
Ul' it carefully immediately before and after completing 
the ob ervations. 
The age of the wire has been found to have an effect 
on the results obtained. In one case the use of a wire 
several months old increased the readings several per 
cent in comparison with those obtained with a new 
wi.re. This action is believed to be due to some change 
in the character or condition of the surface of the wire, 
perhap accumulation of dirt, and may not occur 
everywhere. It is believed to be the best policy to 
change the wire frequently and avoid any po sibility 
of- this efrect. 
EQUIPMENT FOR MEASURING MEAN VOLTAGE DROP 
The third item of the equipment, the heating-current 
mea mement, control, and voltage-drop measurement 
apparatus, together with the witching circuits, re-
mains the same as that de cribed in previous reports 
(reference 5 and 6), except that the mechanical ar-
rangement ha been considerably improved, with 
re ultant increa e in conyenience of operation. 
THE AMPLIFIER 
The P..11lplifier has undergone seyeral modifica tion 
since the publica tion of reference 5 and 6. The 
amplifier de cribed in reference 5 consi ted of four 
tages, using UX240 vacuum tube, direct coupled as 
in Figure 6(', and an output stage consi ting of one 
UX 171 vacuum tube. While this arrangement proved 
17 
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usa ble over the range of frequencies between zero and 
one or two hundred c. p. s., it was subject to drifting, 
and difficult to maintain in the proper operating con-
dition. It sometimes happened that the change in 
calibration of the amplifier during the course of taking 
a set of observations was so great that the observa-
tions had to be discarded. For these reasons the use 
of this amplifier was discontinued and the amplifier 
described in reference 6 was constructed. This am-
plifier differed from the former principally in the use 
of resistance-capacity coupling instead of the original 
direct-coupling system. This change resulted in a 
great improvement in the constancy of performance of 
the apparatus by eliminating the drifting and general 
uncertainty of operation over any extended period of 
time. Furthermore, the range of frequencies over 
J , 
P, 
IA5V+ ~H'I'" 
·D"Batfery 
_ 300 V + 
1'1'1' ; '1'1' '1'1'1' ~ I 
'B"Battery 
R. _____ 1,000,000 w. 
R, _____ 2,500 w_ 
R3 ___ __ 2,500 w. 
R, _____ 5,000 w. 
R, _____ 10,000 w. 
R6 _____ 20,000 w. 
R7 _____ 40,000 w. 
Rs _____ 80,000 w. 
R, ____ _ 250,000 w. 
p, _____ Input posts. 
RIO ____ 1,000,000 w. 
Ru ____ 9,999 w, decade box. 
R,, __ __ 5,000 w. 
R13 ____ 50,000 :3 
R,, ____ 2,000 w. 
In 1930 work was started on an improved amplifier . 
The schematic circuit diagram of the fifth and final 
arrangement (fig. ) indicates tha t basically it is the 
same as the amplifier of reference 6. The differences 
are in the details and components employed. 
The first difference of note is the use of the more 
modern UY224 tetrode vacuum tubes in place of the 
earlier UX240 triodes. These tubes have two advan -
tages: First, the voltage amplification factor is much 
higher, permitting a voltage amplification per stage of 
60 to 0 under the conditions of operation existing in 
the present amplifier i second, due to the use of a 
creening, or shielding grid between the control grid 
and plate, the internal capacity between grid and plate 
is reduced from the 10 JJ.4 of the UX240 type to 
0.015 JJ.4, resulting in a reduction of the total shunting 
R,, ___ _ 30 w. 
RI8 ____ 2w. 
1~17 ____ 1,500. W 
IJ _____ 10_87-beury ceil. 
p , _____ Output posts. 
C, _____ 0.25 microfarad. 
C, _____ 0.015 microfarad. 
-
UX 245 
200 V 
- 1'101 ,1'1'1'1'1' + 
"B"Botfery 
C3 __ ___ 0.0003 microfarad, maximum. 
J6 _____ Transformer output jack. 
J, _____ Input jack. 
J, _____ Plate current jack. 
J3 _____ Plate current jack. 
J, _____ Compensation circuit jack. 
J, _____ Plate-current jack_ 
J7 _____ Meter-outpu t jack. 
Pz 
FIG URE S.-Circuit of audio-frcfJ.uency amplifier for turbulence measurement 
which uniform response was obtained was sub-
stantially increased, because of the reduction in shunt-
ing capacity effected by dispensing with the large 
grid bias battery. (See b2 of fig. 6c.) The coupling 
capacities used were 2 4 mica condensers of high 
quality, and together with the 1 meO"ohm grid re-
sistors formed a coupling cu·cuit having a time constant 
of 2 seconds. This large coupling capacity permitted 
uniform response to frequencies as low as 1 c. p. s. or 
less, but the 2-second time constant caused some 
inconvenience because of the long time requu·ed for the 
amplifier to unblock after being subjected to a momen-
tary overload, such as often occurs in the use of the 
apparatus. The tubes employed were the UX240 
type, and the voltage amplification per stage was 
about 20. 
capacity from 240 JJ.4, to 3l.2 JJ.4 with con equent 
increase in the range of uniform response. A further 
improvement in operation resulting from the use of 
the UY224 vacuum tube, with its considerably higher 
voltage amplification is that the number of stages 
exclusive of the output stage has been reduced from 
four to three. This reduction in the number of 
stages, together with the use of stages having superior 
individual performance with respect to uniformity of 
response, results Ul still greater over-all improvement 
in uniformity. 
In the 4-stage amplifiers of references 5 and 6, con-
trol of the over-all amplification was obtained by means 
of taps on the plate resistor of the first tube and a 
switching arrangement for cutting out one stage. In 
the present 3-stage amplifier the amplification control 
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consists of a greater number of taps on the plate rc-
sistoI' of the first tube, and no provision is made for 
cutting out a stage of amplification. The plate-
resistor taps are so arranged that each step reduces the 
amplification to half that of the previous step. There 
are 7 such steps in the control and the amplification 
may be varied over a range of 64 to l. 
Another inlportant modification in the present 
apparatus consists of the substitution of coupling 
condensers of 0.25 J.L! capacity for those of 2.0 J.L! 
previously u ed. This change result in nonuniform-
ity of re ponse at frcquencies below 25 c. p. s./ but 
increased uniformity of response at the higher fre-
quencies becau e of the reduced bulle and stray capac-
ity of the condensers. Also, the performance with 
respect to blocking is greatly improved, since with 
I-megohm grid resistors the time constant of thc 
coupling circuit ha been reduced to 0.25 second from 
the 2.0 seconds of the previous amplifier. 
The input of the earlier amplifiers (references 5 and 
6) was directly to the grid of the first vacuum tube. In 
the present amplifier (fig. 8) this has been changed by 
the insertion in the first grid circuit of a condenser of 
the same capacity as the coupling condensers. This 
change increases the ease of operation by insulating 
the grid of the first vacuum tube from the hot wire as 
far as direct current is concerned, making exact bal-
ancing of the direct current voltage drop across the 
wire less necessary than before. In the previous 
amplifiers any unbalance in the direct current voltage 
drop was transmitted directly to the grid of the first 
tube, changing the grid voltage thereof, and hence 
changing the operating conditions of the tube. In 
the presence of large speed fluctuations, it is difficult 
to obtain exact balance of the direct current voltage 
drop, therefore the use of the condenser input has a 
practical advantage in that it confines any error result-
ing from incorrect balance to the measurement of the 
mean voltage across the wire, avoiding further errors 
due to changes in the condition of operation of the 
amplifier from that for which the calibration was 
made. 
The UX 171 output vacuum tube used in the earlier 
amplifiers has been replaced in the newer equipment 
by the UX245 type. This tube was chosen because 
ofits higher transconductance; that is, a gti~ater change 
in plate curren t for a given change in grid voltage. inee 
the measuring instrument generally used is a current-
measuring device, this change results in an increase in 
the sensitivity of the output stage of the .amplifier. 
Further increase in the sensitivity of this stagc has 
been secured by abandoning the use of a potentiometer 
across the balancing battery to adjust the voltage 
necessary to balance out the direct-current potential 
drop across the plate resistor of the output tube. 
This direct-current potential drop must be balanced 
1 The computed erlor is less than 5 per cent at 10 cycles per second. 
in order that the a. c. milliammeter shall read only the 
alternating current, but the use of a potentiometer 
across the balancing battery introduces resistance in 
series with the measuring instrument and reduces the 
ensitivity. In the improved amplifier this effect is 
avoided by choosing a suitable balancing voltage and 
then adjusting the voltage drop across the outpu t tu be 
plate resistor until it is equal to the balancing battery 
voltage. The adjustment is made by changing the 
plate and grid voltages of the output tube. Fortu-
nately, it is found that if the balancing-battery voltage 
is 45 volts and the plate voltage 200 volts, proper 
operating conditions are obtained when the plate cur-
rent of the output tube is adjusted to the 30 m. a. 
necessary for balance. 
Vacuum-tube amplifiiers while essentially simple in 
principle, require constant vigilance to insure satisfac-
tory operation. Constancy of calibration is seldom 
attained. It is most closely approximated when con-
stant watch is kept on the voltage of all batteries 
associated with the amplifier. The amplifier must in 
general be calibrated before and alter every set of 
observations, and the simplest method is to apply a 
known voltage to the input, under standard condi-
tions, and measure the output current. The amplifier 
u ed at the Bureau of tandards is provided with a 
5,000-ohm resistor, R12 of Figure 8, in series with the 
compensating circuit, and normally shortcircuited by 
a switch. When it is desired to calibrate the amplifier 
the compensating coil and resistance Land Ru, are 
removed from the circuit and the shortcircuiting switch 
across R12 opened. The amplification control R2 to 
R8, is then set on the fourth step, a rcsistance of 2 
ohms placed across the amplifier input, an alternat-
ing current of 2 milliamperes of frequency 500 c. p. s. 
pa sed through this resistance, and the output current 
read. The output current normally obtained is about 
3 milliamperes with the present amplifier. If the out-
put is found to be below normal the voltage of all 
batteries is checked. If no low voltage is found the 
next step advisable is a check on the operating condi-
tions of each of the three screen-grid tube. This 
check is made by inserting a milliammeter in each 
plate circuit in turn and noting thc plate current. A 
yoltmeter and a potentiometer arc then connected so 
that a known grid voltage may be applied to each tube 
and a curve of platc currcnt versus grid voltage obtuined 
under the conditions of plate and creen-grid voltage 
and plate-resistor resi tance existing in that tagc. If 
the operating plate current a first Inea ured lies ,,,'ith-
in the straight portion of the curve, the stage is in the 
proper operating conditioll. If it does not, the trouble 
is localized and the individual components must be 
examined. ince these are few in number the trouble 
is usually easily located. The usual sources of trouble 
are the plate resistor of the stage under consideration 
and the coupling condenser of the preceding stage. 
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Considerable difficulty ha been experienced in obtain-
ing uitable plate resistor. It is found that their 
resistance som etime increases O'reatly with age, often 
becoming extremely high. If thi happen , the oper-
ating conditions in the stage are upset with consequent 
10 of amplification. Les frequently the coupling 
conden ers give trouble du e to leakage. Any current 
leakage through the coupling condenser £lows tlu'ough 
the grid r e istor of the following stage, producing a 
vol tage drop t ending to make the grid more positive, 
thu disturbing the operating conditions of the tube. 
In extreme ca es the grid voltage may be 0 changed 
that the tube become aturated, becau e of in uffi-
cient negative grid voltage, and altogether ceases to 
amplify. The coupling condenser following the om-
pensation circuit is the one most likely to give trouble 
because it i ubj ected to almost th full 300 volts of 
the plate battery, wherea the other coupling con-
densers are at a voltage lower than 300 volt by the 
voltage drop through the plate re istors . The use of 
the highest grade conden ers available is trongly 
l'econm1ended. Infrequently the abov examination 
of the defective tage will di cIo e no faults in the 
component. If this is the ca e the tube its 1£ i 
probably defective and mu t be I' placed. Faulty 
tubes, however, are quite rare according to our xpe-
rience. Some considerable difference may be noticed 
between the characteristic of tubes nominally of the 
sam e type. Tbis i e pecially true of the UY224 
t etrodes, but if care is taken to adjust the grid voltage 
to the proper value for best operation they will 
gen rally be found to give the same performance. 
Another item in the amplifier that ometimes gives 
trouble i the imperfection of wire connections. 
Whenever possible, all connection hould be soldered 
with a good rosin flux solder. Acid or paste fluxes 
should never be u ed because of the corrosion and 
leakage caused by pattering of the flux when heat i 
applied. Tho e connection, uch as switches, jack , 
and vacuum-tube socket, which may not be oldered 
must be frequently inspected and cleaned. 
COMPENSATION CIRCUIT 
The arrangement of the compen ation circuit 
been changed slightly from that of the earlier ampli-
fiers. R eference to Figure shows that the compen-
sating inductance and resistance Land R ll , are no t 
placed directly in the plate circuit of the vacuum tube 
in series with the plate re istor, as in the previou 
amplifiers, but, together with the one m egolun re i t-
ance RIO, form a vol tage dividing circuit in paralJ el 
with the plate r e istor Rg. This sy tCIll is essentially 
the same as the earlier one of inserting Land RII in 
eries with Ro 0 that Ro performs the function of RIO, 
but offers the advantage that RI O may be made a large 
as desired, with consequent r eduction of the phase 
error of the circuit (reference 5), without materially 
affecting the amplification of the tube preceding the 
compen ating circuit. In the original arrangement, 
since the plate battery voltage is fixed by practical 
considerations Rg, which al 0 acts a RIO, may not be 
increased indefinitely without reduction of the ampli-
fication because of the r eduction of the plate voltage 
as Ro become larger. This r edu ction in the amplifi-
cation takes place befor Ro has become as large as 
might be de ired from the tandpoint of reducing the 
errors of compensation. 
The compensating inductance L , used in the present 
equipment is the r esult of extended efforts to improve 
the action of the former coil. R eduction of the 
distributed capacity wa the major problem involved, 
and the solution adopted consisted of winding the coil 
in three equal sections separated somewhat and con-
nected in eries. The finished coil ha a length to 
diam eter r atio of about l.0, an indu ctance of 10. 7 
2.4 
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F IGURE 9.-Effect of variable condenser across third tube·load resistance on 
compensation 
henrys, and a r esistan ce of 713 ohms. This coil was 
found to have sufficient distributed capacity to cause 
r esonance at 4,000 c. p. s ., wh ereas the coil formerly 
u ed resonated at 1,500 c. p .. , a con iderable in1prove-
ment even in view of the fact that the inductance of 
the coil is some 5 per cent lower than that of the 
original coil. 
The pre ence of the resonant frequency in the range 
of frequencie over which measuremmts were de ired 
led to a furth er modification in the new apparatu not 
found in the old. This modification is the addition of 
the shunting conden ers O2 and 0 3 (fig. ), acro the 
plate resi tor of the last tube but one . The purpose 
of the e condensers is to introduce a reduction of 
l'espon e at the high frequencies to compensate for 
the increase in impedance of the comp en ating coil at 
and near the r esonant frequency_ The first conden er 
O2, in series with the variable condenser 03, is merely 
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a protective device. Since the plate current of the 
next to the last tube is 0.001 ampere and the plate 
resistor has a resistance of 250,000 ohms, a voltage 
drop of 250 volts exists across the plate resi tor. If 
the plate resistor is accidentally short-circuited, as has 
happened during adjustment when 0 3 alone was used, 
the grid of the last tube is subj ected to a transien t 
voltage change of 250 volts, with results that are 
sometimes disastrous. For this reason the condenser 
O2 was inserted in series with C3 to prevent accidental 
short circuiting of 0 3 from short circuiting the plate 
resistor. 
By careful adjustment of the capacity of the shunt-
ing condenser 0 3 it was found possible considerably to 
improve the action of the compensating circuit. 
F igure 9 presents the results of tests with two condenser 
settings. The horizontal line of ordinate 1.0 repre-
sents the ideal of uniform response of the hot wire plus 
compensated amplifier. The curve labeled "minimum 
capacity" is the response obtained when the variable 
capacity 0 3 is set at its minimum value. The curve 
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P'IGU R~ 1O.- Frequency characteristic oC amplifier alone. In each instance the 
curve is plotted on the basis of ma.xtmum output= 1.0. The actual maximum 
output compensated is 121.5 times tbe uncompensated maximum out1>ut 
marked (C condensers as used" is the best condition 
obtained as a result of several trial ettings of C3 . With 
the condenser set at minimum the response is within 
2 per cent of the ideal from 25 c. p. s. to 300 c. p. ., an 
improvement over the previous amplifiers and com-
pensators, but with the condenser set as used, the 
response is within 2 per cent of the ideal from 25 c. p. s. 
to 2,000 c. p. s., a very considerable improvement in 
performance. 
The curves of Figure 7 were made by applying a 
known alternating voltage to the amplifier, mea uring 
the output at various frequencies, and multiplying by 
1 
.Jl + M'w;' the amplitude reduction factor of the 
hot wire. Therefore, they represent the combined 
performance of the hot wire and the compen ated 
amplifier . Figure 10 shows the performance of the 
amplifier alone; that is, y,rithout the effect of the hot 
wire. It is seen that the response of the uncompen-
sated amplifier i within 2 pel' cent of uniform from 
25 to 3,000 c. p. s. and falls off only 8 pel' cent at 5,000 
c. p. s. The second curve shows the output of the 
compensated amplifier, plotted relative to 1.0 as the 
maximum, for convenience. Actually the maximum of 
the compensated curve is 122 times the maximum of 
the uncompensated. The compensated curve is seen 
to rise almost uniformly to 4,000 c. p. s. Above 4,000 
c. p. s. it falls again because of the rapidly decreasing 
impedance of the compensating circuit above' it 
resonant frequency. 
In Figure 11 the performance of the hot wire, the 
amplifier, and the compensating circuit are summar-
ized. The curve marked (C amplifier distortion" is the 
performance of the uncompensated amplifier, ns in 
Figme 10; the cmve marked (C uncompensated" repre-
sents the performance obtained by using the hot wire 
with the uncompensated amplifier, to the same scale; 
and the curve marked" compensated" is the perform-
ance resulting from the combination of hot wire and 
compen ated amplifier also to the SRme scale. The 
"compensated" curve is seen to be within 2 per cent 
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FIGUR!:: H.-Frequency cbaracteristic oC amplifier and bot wire 
of the ideal, repre ented by the ordinate 1.0, from 25 
to 2,000 c. p. s. Thi is the performance of the ampli-
fier as now used. It is to be especially noted that the 
output of the amplifier does not fall below the ideal 
until 5,000 c. p. s. is reached, thu in ming tbat any 
high frequencies existing in the turbulent air flow will 
make their pre ence felt in the observations. 
FINAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT 
The fifth section of the measuring as embly, namely, 
the final mea uring instrument, remains, in general, 
the 0 to 5 m. a. thermocouple milliammeter u ed in all 
previous work. Reference to Figure will show that 
it i normally hort-circuited by a key or switch. This 
ha been found necessary becau e of the frequency with 
which disturbances large enough to burn out the meter 
occur. It is very e sential to avoid making any ad-
ju tments in the amplifier or a ociated equipment, or 
even touching any portion of the input circuit, when 
the meter IS not shol'tcircuitcd. Otherwise, a burned-
out milliammeter is almost certain to result. As a 
l 
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fUl'ther precaution, a direct-cUl'rent milliammeter is 
connected in series with the thermocouple instrument 
to indicate whether or not the balance of the direct-
current voltage drop across the amplifier output re-
sistor is correct. If this meter does not read zero the 
balance is imperfect and must be adjusted before re-
moving the short-circuit from the thermocouple milli-
A. Support for tbe hot wire. 
reduce the sensitivity because of the resistance intro-
duced in series with the meter. 
The thermocouple milliammeter has been supple-
mented for some pUl'poses by a General Radio cathode-
ray oscillograph. The oscillograph is found very use-
ful for visual inspection of the wave form and has been 
used with a moving-film camera for making permanent 
B. Controls, measuring instruments and switching circuits for power supply to the bot wire, and for measurement of moon air speed. 
C. Amplifier. 
D. Resistance R of compensating circuit. 
E. Inductance L of compensating circuit. 
F. Direct·current milliammeter. 
G. Thermocouple actuated alternating-current milliammeter. 
FIG In~ 12.- Turhulol)ce-measuring apparaLus (baLlcrics nol show II) 
ammet;er. The direct-current milliammet;cr is also a 
useful indicator of the magnitude of the slower fluctua-
tions in the tUl'bulence. If the reading of the direct-
current; milliammeter is fluctuating more than one or 
two milliampere it is unsafe to put the thermocouple 
milliammeter in the circuit. 
We have not been able to find suitable fuses to pro-
tect this meter, which do not at the same time greatly 
records. It is also useful for checking the performance 
of the amplifier by comparing the shape of an amplified 
sinusoidal voltage wave with the original. The cath-
ode-ray oscillograph may also be used as a visual check 
on the aCCUl'acy of the compensation according to the 
method of Ziegler. (Reference 9.) 
Since the output of the main amplifier is insufficient 
to operate the cathode-ray tube from the low levels of 
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turbulence found in the free stream of the wind tunnel, 
an additional stage of amplification is employed. This 
consists of a single RCA247 pentode vacuum tube, 
resistance-capacity coupled to the main amplifier, and 
working into a load resistor of 7,000 ohms, with plate 
and screen-grid voltages of 250 and 200 volts, respec-
tively. Under these conditions the voltage gain of the 
A. Audio-[requency oscillator (or calibrating and studying the distortion 
the amplifier. 
B. Single-stage amplifier (or use with cathode-ray oscillograpb. 
visual observation the time axis is supplied by a re-
volving or rocking mirror, while for permanent records 
the moving-film camera is used. It has been found 
that a film speed of approximately one foot per second 
may be used under the usual conditions of spot bright-
ness and film sensitivity. The film employed to date 
has been regular Eastman negative motion-picture 
c. Cathode-ray oscillograph tube. 
D. Power-supply unit (or cathode-ray oscillograph. 
E. Time-flxis apparatus (or cathode-ray oscillograph. 
FIGURE l3.-Auxiliary equipment [or use with turbulence-measuring apparatus 
stage is about 11 and the permissible grid swing is 
about 22 volts; hence an output peak volt!l.ge swing of 
as much as 132 volts may be obtained. One pair of 
the two sets of deflecting plates of the cathode ray 
tube is connected across the output resistor of the 
pentode amplifier through a 1.0;4 condenser and the 
cathode-ray beam thus deflected by the alternating 
voltage appearing across the output resistor. For 
film. It is thought that the II e of the newer and ex-
tremely ensitivc panchromatic films might permit 
higher film speed . 
The wire mounting, amplifier, eLc. (withouL batter-
ies), are hown in Figure 12, and the audio-frequency 
o ciliator, cathode-ray 0 ciliograph tube, and auxiliary 
equipment in Figure 13 . 
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PART IV 
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE FREQ ENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPEED 
FLUCTUATIONS 
The question of the frequencies pre ent in the speed 
fluctuations is one of great intere t. Knowledge of the 
range of frequencies involved would be of help in the 
de ign of the compensating circuit, and might throw 
much needed liO'ht on the nature of turbulence. 
In 1931 several a t tempts were made to de termine the 
frequencies pre ent in tho flu ctuations in the free 
stream of tbe Bureau of Standards 54-inch wind 
tunnel. In tho first of those e>-.-pel'1..ment an amplifier 
wa used, which passed a narrow band of freq uencies, 
the location of which in the audio-frequency spectrum 
could be controlled. It was thouO'ht that by mean of 
this arrangement it might be pos ible to compare the 
amplifier outputs at various setting of the band 
circuit and obtain orne information regarding th e 
distribution of the energy o[ the .fluctuations with 
frequency. 
The amplifier used for tili purpo e wa one of evel'al 
tagc of re istan e-capacity coupled UY224 vacuum 
tubes preceded by one stage in which the load circuit 
consisted of a fixed inductance L , and a variable 
capacity 0, in parallel, instead of the plain 1'esi tanco 
load used in the following stages . This inductance-
capacity parallel circuit resonates at a frequency 
1 f = - ----;=== 
T 27T' .J L G (17) 
neglecting the mall effe t of the resi tance R, of the 
coil having the inductance L. At the resonant fre-
quency the circuit presents an impedance, 
(18) 
At frequencies mu h different from that o[ l'esonance 
the impedance i very low. Since the inductance-
capacity circuit acts as the load circuit of the vacuum 
tube with which it i associated, th amplification 
obtained in that tube is given by equation (12) where 
Zo i the impedance of the indu ctance-capacity comhi-
nation, and the cHect of interelectl'ode c.apacitie i 
neglected. The amplification is Yery low at all fl'c-
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q uencies except those at and near the resonant fre-
quency fT' By varying the capacity 0, the resonant 
frequency may be shifted as desired, and by connecting 
the amplifier to the hot wire in the usual manner and 
taking output readings at several settings of the 
capacity G, some qualitative information regarding the 
frequency distribution in the speed fluctuation may he 
obtained. Quantitative data is not ea ily obtained by 
this method [or two reasons . First, the amplification 
at re onance depends on the relation between Land 
0, as expres ed by equation (18) , and since Ois variable 
the amplification will be different for each etting of 
O. The selectivity or sharpnes of the re onant circuit 
may be defined as the fractional change in impedance 
for a given change in either 001' L at resonance, which 
may in turn be shown to be equal to the ratio of the 
inductive reactance to the 1'esi tanco of the inductance; 
that is, 27T'iT L. Therefore, the selectivity, or width 
of the band of frequencie amplified, depends on the 
frequency of resonance. 
The first difficulty, that of unequal amplification at 
each of the various capacity settings, may be more or 
less easily remedied by calibrating the amplifier at 
each of the various condenser settings and making 
appropriate corrections to the outputs obtained. 
The second difficulty, that of unequal selectivity of 
the sy tern, is not so easily corrected. The method of 
correction employed consisted of plotting the respon e 
of the amplifier against frequency for cach of the con-
denser settings and measuring the area under the 
curves thus obtained, between certain limits of fre-
quency. The e arcas were then used as the ba is of a 
correction to be applied to the output readings . 
The effectiveness of the highly elective amplifier 
was checked experimentally by introducing a pro-
nounced fl,nd defin,ite frequency into the turbulence by 
means of monnting the hot wire in the wake of a 
round rod placed in the wind tunnel with its axis 
perpendicular to the direction of the flow . It was 
found possible to detect the frequency of the eddies 
in the wake of the rod quite easily by properly tuning 
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the inductance-capacity circuit. Furthermore, the fre-
quency measured corre ponded clo ely with the fre-
quency computed from the velocity of flow and diam-
eter of rod according to the well-known relation 
V j=0.18 D· 
'Vhen the hot wire was placed in the free stream of 
the wind tlmnel no definitely predominant frequency 
or frequencies could be detected, but by comparing 
the corrected experimental results with theoretical re-
llits predicted on the basis of various arbitrary dis-
trihutions of frequency it was concluded that the 
turbulence was mainly of low frequency and the 
energy was probably distributed in some such manner 
as 90 per cent between 25 and 500 c. p. s., and 10 per 
cent between 500 and 1,000 c. p. s. 0 conclusions 
could be drawn regarding frequencies much below 25 
c. p. s., because the amplifier was inoperative in that 
frequency range. 
The second attempt to determine the frequency dis-
tribution in the turbulence arose from the desire to 
eliminate the effect of the unequal selectivity, and the 
rather unsati factory correction for it. se wa made 
of an apparatus for sound analysis developed by 
Theodor en. (Reference 10.) 
Briefly, the operation of Theodorsen's apparatus i 
dependent on the fact that the energy loss in an ohmic 
resistance through which a complex current wave flows 
is equal to the sum of the energy los es due to the 
harmonic components of the complex wave, except in 
the case in which there are two components of the 
same frequency in phase with each other, in which 
instance the energy loss is increased by a certain 
amount. Practical use is made of this principle by 
causing the complex wave to flow in a hot wire through 
whieh an alternating CUl'rent of sine wave form and 
controllable frequency also flows. When the controlled 
wave is adjusted to the same frequency a that of any 
component of the complex wave the energy dissipated 
in the hot wire in the form of heat is increased or 
decreased relative to the dissipation due to the urn 
of the component losses, depending on the phase rela-
tionship. The temperature of the hot wire rises or 
falls, resulting in a change in resistance, and therefore 
in the voltage drop, which may be amplified and re-
corded. The principal advantage of thi system of 
frequency is its great and uniform selectivity. All 
components of the complex wave arc detected with 
equal electivity and their eHects arc proportional to 
their amplitudes. 
The successful usc of Theodorsen's apparatus de-
pends on the existence in the complex wave form of 
components constant in frequency; otherwise it would 
be impossible to set the controlled wave to the same 
frequency as the component. 
When an attempt was made to analyze the complex 
wave resulLing from the amplified and compensated 
eirect of the wind-tunnel tUl'bulence on the hot-wire 
anemometer by means of the apparatus described 
above, entirely negative results were obtained. This 
we believe to be due to the absence from the tUl'bulence 
of any components sufficiently constant in frequency 
to be detected by the very selective apparatus. 
The third, and perhaps mo t definitely successful 
attack on the frequency distlibution problem wa made 
by the use of a cathode ray oscillograph. sing this 
instrument, with its auxiliary amplifier, on the output 
of the compensated amplifier, moving film records 
were made of the tUl'bulence in the free stream of the 
wind tunnel. The speed of the moving film being 
known, it was possible to count the number of velocity 
fluctuations occUl'ring in a given length of the record 
or, if advisable, to make a harmonic analysis. 
Records were made using a hot wire of 2 rom length, 
in place of the usual 1 cm type, in the hope that the 
shorter wire might exhibit a better response to the 
high frequencies. There i orne evidence that the 
physical dimen ion of the higher frequency velocity 
fluctuations may be so small as to cause their efrcct to 
cancel out over the 1 cm length of the longer wu: . 
MeasUl'ement made with long and short wires alter-
nately indicated very little, if any dillerence, however, 
in the mean amplitude of the fluctuations. 
The greate t number of maxima found in the moving-
film records was in every instance between 300 and 400 
per econd, including tho e records made when using 
the 2 rom wire. ince, as shown by FigUl'e 11, the 
performance of the amplifier and compensator is 
entirely adequate for the reproduction of frequencies 
up to 5,000 c. p. s., and the records show no trace of 
reversals of higher frequency than 300 or 400 per 
econd, it seems quite permi ible to conclude that 
rever als of greater frequency than 400 c. p. s. either 
do not exi t in the tUl'bulence or aI'e so smal1m effect 
as to be unnoticeable, even under the favorable con-
ditions exi ting in the apparatus. This conclusion is 
in agreement with the qualitative data as to frequency 
distribution derived from the experiments with the 
inductance-capacity tuned elective amplifier. 
ince the fluctuation are not inusoidal, the repro-
duction of frequencie much high r than the frequency 
of the reversals i nece ary correctly to reproduce the 
wave form. 
nfortunately, becau e of the limited illumination 
available, and the nece ity of u ing a rather high film 
speed in order to record any high frequencie that 
might c}..'i t in the turbulence, the record obtained 
were too faint for ati factory halI-tone reproduction, 
and therefore could not be included in thi report. 
They were, however, quite sati factory for theu' original 
purpose of supplying data regarding the wave form 
of the fluctuation. 
·' 
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tral position), 5. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
<2, 
Diameter. 
Geometric pitch. 
Pitch ratio. 
Inflow velocity. 
Slipstream velocity. 
Thrust, absolute coefficient G7'= ~D' pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient GQ = pn9[J6 
P, Power, fib olute coefficient Gp = :ni' pnu 
Gs, Speed power coefficient = ~ ~~:. 
1/, Efficiency. 
n, Revolutions per second, r. p. s. 
<1>, Effective helix angle = tan-I (2:~n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 Ib./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. =0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg =2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808333 ft. 
